Ez go golf cart engine swap
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template Next. Engine swap October 27, , PM. I am thinking of swapping out my old flathead
KF82 - CC gas club car engine for an upgraded new one. What can you guys recommend?
Looking for something that is the easiest retro fit. Tags: None. Michael Eddie. October 27, , PM.
You are going to want to look for a motor that runs counter clockwise. If honda does not make a
ccw engine, I know briggs does. Fabricating a motor mount that fits up to the stock mounts is
what most of us do. Allow for play room to adjust the drive belt. Regards, Michael Eddie
Emails:. Comment Post Cancel. October 28, , AM. It really depends on how much you are
thinking of spending. There's the Big Block kits from CPP, and then there are also the "clone"
engines you can purchase through HarborFreight or similar companies. Neither one is too
difficult, though i can't speak from experience about the clones, I went with the B. March 9, , AM.
Update to this thread!! First glance is great. Now the fun begins, 1. Needs new non tappered
clutch. Fab new throttle cable assy. Fab new motor mount. Fab new exhaust due to forward
location 5. Fab new choke method 6. Gut exsisting wiring for new harness to extend key switch
to dash board. Put all oem parts on ebay to pay for new build!! Donna cart commented. Sorry to
keep reposting new at this but it looks like you move the throttle cable for words in the box to
clear the motor and I was looking for a new throttle cable could you tell me where to find one
thank you in advance. March 10, , AM. Keep us posted, I am thinking about this conversion.
March 12, , PM. Will do. Subscribed BTW. March 21, , AM. Clone Transplant done, Predator cc
electric start. Yes I know BTW, there is no suitable vacuum source for my stock fuel pump, Had
to switch to electric fuel pump. March 22, , AM. Ok here we go. Pictures in order from left to
right top to bottom. Rubber cusion under bolted down snubber. Works great. New Comet Clutch
3. Exhaust configuration with heat sheild, Used exsisting muffler, welded a down pipe to exit
point. Front motor mounts, Original plate mounts intact, moved motor back 2. Rear plate mount
raised 2. I used. Picture is kinda blurry. Modified throttle connections. Cut regulator box down
for clearance. Kept old throttle pivot point, Cut new notch for cable to mount. Overall pic. So
ready to put the body on. I have some more accessory wiring to do yet. No pic but had to add an
electric fuel pump. I think I am going to leave the original Predator fuel tank in place and use it
as an auxillary reserve tank. Its not in the way of anything. If yall have any suggestions let me
know. Next up is reassembly of the body. I cant wait to test drive it!! Attached Files. Last edited
by krustybucket ; March 22, , AM. So on your throttle cable you just moved it forward towards
the sea and put a new notch is that correct that's what I was going to do because it was hitting
the motor where can I pick up a new cable you have a website. Posted earlier by dirtman View
Post. March 22, , PM. Way to go, Great pictures!!!! I like the color. March 26, , AM. Finished pics
on the way! Runs great! March 26, , PM. Here it is all finished Pulls great with the HF cc engine.
Last edited by krustybucket ; March 27, , AM. March 27, , AM. Posted earlier by krustybucket
View Post. Posted earlier by ak47fan View Post. I think they would look good in black or black
with yellow. Good job on everything. It looks like you move the throttle cable for words in the
box to clear the motor that's what I was going to do and can you tell me where to find a throttle
cable May be a website thank you. Unconfigured Ad Widget. Yes No. OK Cancel. EZ-GO swap
with Predator cc. We have started the process on our first clone swap. Green EZ GO with some
terrible engine noise and loss of power. Swapping to a 13hp Predator cc, using the stock clutch
via the VC tapered clutch adapter. Should be in on Tuesday. Took the stock engine out in a
matter of minutes and sat it in my floor. Picking up the cc tomorrow. Hoping to have an engine
mount made this week sometime. Any input is welcomed, I'm going to swap the white cart next,.
Today BGW. Sponsored Links. I strongly recommend not using clutch adapter and instead
buying a new clutch I say this for several reasons. First and foremost while I love my predator
engine in my club car I am on my second one and not having to cut 2 hardened shafts is a
godsend. Second you really arent saving that much money and will invest tons of time into
cutting and possibly tapping a new shaft. For me another reason is eventually knowing how I
am it will get another upgrade likely to a 25hp engine when this happens I simply swap clutch
onto the new one no worries using factory clutch on that many ponies would make me nervous.
Whatever you decide man Good luck and have fun with it I started a year ago with a 91 club car
essentially bone stock and tired 2 engines later today I put a lift and 22 inch tires on it and still
have less into it than many stock carts sell for in my area. Originally Posted by helix I think it
depends on some factors, some people should and some its not worth buying a new clutch. The
first clone I did is still running great with the stock clutch, it runs just like stock but has maybe
twice the power. The second clone I put in was modded and ended up I had to swap to
aftermarket in order to change my shift rpm higher. However in this case it still uses the adapter
on a cut crank. I never had an issue with cutting the crank, its not hardened, it can be cut with a
hacksaw as easy as 1" bar would. An air grinder like I used is just a lot more fun. While I would
say a better clutch is a better idea with a 20hp or more engine people still run stock clutches

even on those. You will get more out of a better clutch. The stock clone is nearly identical to the
stock G9 powerband, for a yami the stock clutch works great on the stock clone. When you mod
the clone then you run into problems as you can't tune the stock one much. So I run a 94c ezgo
replacement on my clone that is tunable lol, thanks Slo! Not the best clutch but it works, works
better than stock because I can raise shift rpm, and it runs fine on the cut crank and steel
adapter from CPP I've run for years. So while I would agree with you guys that if you plan to
mod the thing you should think harder about a better clutch, it depends on what you do, and
you can get around it later if you don't get one. If I swap to a twin I don't have to cut that crank,
and there are tunable clutches for tapers, you can also run polaris atv clutches to name one
other. I needed the gen pulley so this ezgo model was good for me. Far as tapping the shaft you
just drill it deeper and run a tap in it, maybe something to learn about if you never have but it
didn't take me long to do it. Tapping anything takes time, some people don't know that. I've
never heard of a stock clutch breaking because of a larger motor, the issue is you can't tune
them well. I would say the 1" belt clutches on CC are kind of substandard and I would run from
them for a few reasons, though not sure breakage is one of them. They work on a stock cart but
not good for much else, and hardly any belts are available for them because nobody else uses
1" belt. And if your stock clutch is worn or beat don't expect it to work well for any engine, it
may be a better idea to replace it just for that reason. Also remember you can sell parts you
don't need and recoup some cash. Just my. If you want to drop a stock clone in the stock clutch
in good working condition should work fine and will save you money. For other situations you
have to look at future plans, mods to engine, and your budget. Stock lawn engines tend to have
the same powerband as stock golf carts, but stock clutches can lose a little in pure trail use and
lose a lot with a modded engine. Well, here is the deal We are unsure of the destiny of the white
cart currently, so depending on the direction we take with it will depend on the other things we
buy, for example, if we were to modify or go bigger such as the 22hp V-Twin, we would just buy
the entire cradle, comet , and a few other bits and go from there. As long as the engine mount
and wiring goes smooth, this will be a relatively simple project. With the engine basically ready
to set into the hole, we unboxed the Predator. As it was being lifted over into the cart, we
noticed a critical problem. A busted base plate on the motor and a crack running all the way up
the side of the block. Apparently it was dropped during shipping or something, because it had
to be a rather serious blow to do the amount of damage that we found. Of course to make
matters more fun and delay the process, HF has no more in town, so I'm going to have to go
about an hour away or so to the next closest store and swap it out. So we wait New predator is
in the hole, pics to follow. Still have to bolt everything down and measure for a new belt. Any
suggestion for belt suppliers. I fail to understand why the idiots shipping these engines can't
read the weight on the box and handle it accordingly. This reflects on the morons shipping the
products, not the products themselves. I should've taken a pic of mine, it was cracked from the
base all the way up the side of the block. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Privacy Policy Golf Carts - Top. This Website and forum is the property of Buggiesgonewild. No material may
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